AUG 24-28, Related Resources

Grades 9-12

Aug 24

10 TOWNS THAT CHANGED AMERICA
– Secrets of Spanish Florida: Secrets of the Dead | The First True Thanksgiving

MCCARTHY: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
– The Speech That Launched the 1950s Red Scare | McCarthy
– The Role of the Press in the Rise and Fall of Joseph McCarthy | McCarthy
– Communism’s Appeal Grows during the Great Depression | McCarthy

Aug 25

EXPEDITION WITH STEVE BACKSHALL - SURINAME – LOST WORLD
– Animal Observation: Understanding Unusual Behavior | Undercover in the Jungle

RECONSTRUCTION: AMERICA AFTER THE CIVIL WAR (PT 1)
– Reconstruction: America After the Civil War

Aug 26

EXPEDITION WITH STEVE BACKSHALL - BORNEO – DARK SHADOW
– Virtual Field Trip Video: Borneo | Nature Works Everywhere

RECONSTRUCTION: AMERICA AFTER THE CIVIL WAR (PT 2)
– Reconstruction: America After the Civil War

Aug 27

CIVILIZATIONS: ENCOUNTERS
– The Benin - Portuguese Encounter | Civilizations
– The Spain – Aztec Mexico Encounter | Civilizations
– The India – Great Britain Encounter | Civilizations

CIVILIZATIONS: RENAISSANCES
– Renaissance Man Comparison Poster | Islam: Empire of Faith

CIVILIZATIONS: PARADISE ON EARTH
– Realism: Landscape
– Art Basics with Dick Termes: Drawing | Landscapes

Aug 28

CIVILIZATIONS: COLOR AND LIGHT
– Light and Color
– What Is Color | Physics Girl

THE ROOSEVELTS: AN INTIMATE HISTORY - THE COMMON CAUSE (1939-1944)
– Ken Burns in the Classroom: The Roosevelts